Product Specification Sheet
hubergroup Eco-Offset Ink
Premium Plus

Certification #: 4125
Company: Hubergroup India Private Limited
Initial certification date: January 30, 2020
Valid until: January 29, 2020

Product description: 'hubergroup Eco-Offset Inks Premium Plus' includes a wide range of Standard Offset Sheet-fed inks. Primary use of product: printing ink, sheetfed offset; applicable on paper, cardboard, foil, plastic; paper-/ commercial printing; labels; packaging printing

Approved for use:

Sheet-fed conventional: ALPHA Toy AP361

Overprint Varnish conventional: PRINTLAC COFREE MATT L9315, PRINTLAC COFREE GLOSS L9515, ACRYLAC GLOSS G1000, ACRYLAC HIGHLGROSS G1100, ACRYLAC SEMIMATT M2100, ACRYLAC MATT EXTRA M2300, ACRYLAC SPECIAL PCS GLOSS S1110, ACRYLAC SPECIAL PCS SEMI MATT S2120, ACRYLAC SPECIAL PCS MATT S2210, ACRYLAC SPECIAL PCS MATT EXTRA S2310

Sheet-fed Food Packaging: MGA NATURA MGA5150, MGA CORONA MGA5100

Overprint varnish Food packaging: ACRYLAC-MGA GLOSS MGA1000, ACRYLAC-MGA FOIL GLOSS MGA1105, ACRYLAC-MGA HIGHLGROSS S single sided MGA1400, ACRYLAC-MGA SPECIFIC BARRIERE GLOSS MGA9003

This product was assessed exclusively for use by professional printers trained in the proper handling and use of protective equipment for sensitizing inks.

Exceptions: N/A